Workshops & Doctoral Colloquium

W1 Ubiquitous Computing in Next Generation Conference Rooms: Interweaving Rich Media, Mobile Devices and Smart Environments
W2 Pervasive Image Capture and Sharing: New Social Practices and Implications for Technology
W3 Smart Object Systems
W4 Privacy in Context
W5 Ubiquitous Computing, Entertainment, and Games
W6 The Spaces in-between: Seamless vs. Seamless Interactions
W7 Situating Ubiquitous Computing in Everyday Life: Bridging the Social and Technical Divide
W8 UbiPhysics: Designing for Physically Integrated Interaction
W9 Smart Environments and Their Applications to Cultural Heritage
W10 Monitoring, Measuring, and Motivating Exercise: Ubiquitous Computing to Support Physical Fitness
W11 Metapolis and Urban Life
W12 ubiPCM: Personalized Context Modeling and Management for UbiComp Applications
W13 Ubiquitous Wireless Communications

Workshop reception
Sep. 12th 18:30 - 20:30 Garden Side(N-1, ..., N-10)

Sakura Tower 2F

*W11 is held in “the branch seminar” room at Akihabara.